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PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE 
As promised in the midsummer issue, I have compiled a more 

detailed itinerary for the proposed Jasper observing excursion on 

·the weekend of September 29, 30 and October 1. Because o~ the 

inevitable diversity .in our ideas of an ideal mountain weekend, I 

have divided the afternoon activities into ambitious ones for the 

young and (or) foolish sort and more passive ones for those who 

prefer the more traditional motor-tourist style of travel. 

The self propelled group will undertake a couple of walks to 

high outlook points and anyone planning to join this group should 

come equipped with portable lunches, 'sturdy walking shoes and 

(hopefully unnecessary) raingear. 

Meanwhile, the more sensible group will be travelling by 

automobile, cable car and tour boat to various beauty spots in 

activities involving a somewhat larger outlay of funds but sign

ficantly less in the way of muscular exertion. 

The evenings will hopefully be fully occupied by observing 

(if conditions permit) but an altern~te form of amusement w~ll be 

planned for Saturday night in case the weather gods decide to frown. 

I've included a rough map to aid you in locating Jasper House 

Bungalows from Jasper townsite and will reiterata my earlier 

suggestion that you make your reservations as soon as possible. 

Gary Finley 

P.S. For those who saw me quoted in the Edmonton Journal recently, 

let me reassure you that the reports of an August 12 ~ollision 

between. the Earth and the constellation Perseus were greatly 

exaggerated. 
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DAY 

Frio, Sept 29 

Sat., Sept 30 

TIME 

8-10 PM 

10 AM 

JASPER ITINERARY 

ACTIVITY 

WALKERS TOURISTS 

Arrival and Observing Session (WP) 

Depart Jasper House for Cavelle 

Cavelle Meadows walk 
to snowline, lunch 
at meadow 

Motor Tour Via 
93A and fall to 
Icefields ~ 
Sky Tram Ride 

5 PM Supper at Jasper House 

03 

7 PM Telescope Setup and Observing Session (WP) 

Sun., Oct. 1 10 AM Depart Jasper House for Maligne Lake 
- Stops at Canyon and Medicine Lookout 

12 NOON Bald Hills Walk to Lunch at Lodge 
overlook lake Boat Tour 

4 PM Depart For ~dmonton (8 PM Arrival) 

EDITOR'S· MESSAGE 
Welcome to the final issue of Volume 23. It seems like only 

yesterday that Volume 19 began with yours truly as Editor. My how 

time flies when you (are/are not) having fun (pick one). 

At any rate, now is as good a time as any to introduce a new 

feature to STARDUST. "NASA News" is an irregular bulletin published 

by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration in Washington, 

D.C. Since being placed on their mailing list in late Ju1y, I have 

received thick and thin news releas·es describing everything from the 

Venus probes to the formation of nucleic acids on Earth four billion 

years ago. "NASA News" will appear in STARDUST at irregular intervals, 

and will be used mainly as filler. This does ~ mean that Edmonton 

Centre members are excused from writing articles for this rag! Quite 



the contrary. I would in fact like to see more of you out there in 

the misty pale beyond the Planetarium writing more for YOUR magazine. 

Look at the list of contributors for this month. They are faithful, 

regular writers for STARDUST. If 4bree of them should suddenly pass 

on to the great observatory in th"e sky, STARDUST would be reduced to 

U4 

a sheet of paper with the next meeting time and place as a front cover. 

So why not sit down and write me an article. Want a topic? Try 

"My plans for the 1979 Solar Eclipse". Don't delay, write today. 

Paul Deans 

PLANETARIUM NEWS 
By the time this issue appears in everyone's mailboxes the 

Planetarium will be in the midst of a 3-week shutdown. During this 

time the theatre dome will be repainted, projectors will be cleaned 

and repaired and a new show will be installed. "SENTINELS: The Case 

for Ancient Astronauts" examines the validity of arguments which 

suggest that some of the mysteries of the ancient world (pyramids, 

stone faces on Easter Island etc.) can best be explained if it is 

assumed that astronauts from other worlds visited Earth and helped 

construct these various monuments. Stay tuned till next month when 

a more complete description of the show will appear. Better yet, 

why not drop in and see the programme. Admission is free to all 

R.A.S.C. members, and the show opens September 26th. 

'During the summer a special programme was presented on Wednesday 

and Sunday afternoons. "Magic Sky" featured the voice of Bob McGrath 

from Sesame Street and was designed to introduce pre-schoo I-age 

children to the day and night sky. To say that the show WAS success

ful is an under statement as over 1180 parents and children squeezed 

into 19 regular and overflow progra~es. At times, especially Sunday 

afternoons, the plane tarium was ' wall-to-wall people for over three 

hours. Li fe is tough sometimes ! 



fROM ' OTHER CE'NTRES 
The following is taken from "Nova Notes" , the newsletter of 

the Halifax Centre (Vol 9,#4). The autnor is R.L. Bishop and the 

article deals with something that every RASC member should be 

intrested in - The Simon Newcomb Award. 

At the meeting of the Council of the RASC on May 21, 1978, 

a proposal from the Halifax Centre, the Simon Newcomb Award, was 

adopted. The award is named after a native of Nova Scotia, an 

astronomer who was the foremost man of science of his time in 

Amercia. 

Simon Newcomb (1835-1909) was born at Walla~e Bridge. At 

05 

age 18 he moved to Mas~achusetts and later to Washington D.C. where 

he spent his entire professional life. In.186l President Lincoln 

commissioned him as Professor of ~mth, and Astronomy in the United 

St~tes Navy. For 16 years he carried on astronomical observations 

at the Naval Observatory. From 1897 he was Superintendent of the 

American Ephemeris and Nautical Almanac Office. Newcomb became 
. 

the world authority on the orbital dynamics of the Moon and Planets. 

Among the many honors which he received were the Gold Medal of the 

Royal Astronomical Society (1874), the Copley Medal of the Royal 

Soc~ety of London (1890), President of the American Association 

for the Advancement of Science, the first President of the 

Astronomical and Astrophysical Society of America (the present 

American Astronomical Society), arid seventeen honorary degrees 

from leading universities in ':the United States and Europe. 

The Rules of the Award are as follows: 
Topics 

Awards will be given, for articles relating to astronomy . astrophysics 
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or space science. Topics should interest average to well informed 

amateurs and may be of current or historical interest. 

Presentation 
~ 

Articles should be 1000 - 1500 words, written in proper . grammatical 
\ 

form and presented typewritten and double spaced. Diagrams need not 

be in finished form but should be complete and ready for 

drafting. Photographs may also be submitted and if possible 

original negatives should accompany the submission. 

Eligibility 

Any RASC member in good standing may submit articles. The intent 

of the Simon Newcomb Award is to recognize literary ability among 

non-professional members of the Society. 

Submission of Entries 

Articles must be received by the Awards Committee of the RASC 

between 1 January and 31 March. Members of Centres must first submit 

their entries to their Centre Executive with the Executive then 

choosing the entries they wish to represent their Centre. It is 

the responsibility of the Executive of the Centre to ensure the 

entries are received by the deadline above. Unattached Members 

will submit their entries to the Awards Committee directly. 

Judging 

Articles will be judged by the Awards Committee. Criteria shall 

include scientific accuracy, originality, and literary merit. 

Presentation of the Award 

The award will be presented at the General Assembly by the Halifax 

Centre Representative to the winner (or a representative of the 

winner's Centre). The award will remain in the hands of the winn

er's Centre for display and will be returned to the National Office 
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by 1 April of the following year. If the winner is an unattached 

member, the award will be displayed at the' National Office of the 

RASC. The award will be described at a later date once its design 

has_been executed. 

GA REPORT 
TOTAL RECEIPTS FROM REGISTRANTS 

TOTAL NUMBER OF REGISTRANTS: 

NUMBER BEFORE CANCELLATION: 
CANCELLATIONS: 
NOT PAID, NOT ATTENDING: 

EDMONTON CENTRE MEMBERS & GUESTS: 

TOTAL REGISTRATION: 

OUT-OF-TOWN REGISTRANTS: 

TOTAL REGISTRATIONS: 
CANCELLATIONS/NOT ATTENDING: 

BANQUET ATTENDEES: 

TOTAL NUMBER OF RESERVATIONS: 
CANCELLATIONS/NOT ATTENDING: 

TOTAL 

TOTAL 

NOT RESERVED (Dr. & Mrs. G. Rostoker) 

TOTAL ATTENDANCE 

ELK ISLAND TOUR ATTENDEES: 

TOTAL NUMBER RESERVED: 
CANCELLATIONS/NOT ATTENDING: 

TOTAL ATTENDANCE 

TOTAL EXPENSES: 

$ 6386.47 

172 
5 
2 

122 

58 , 

114 
7 

107 

166 
17 

+ 2 

151 (? ) 

49 
- 12 

37 
$5894.64 

Christine Kulyk 
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ASTRONOMY UPDATE 
). 

Recent Results of Research in Astronomy 
\ 

The field of the Andromeda Galaxy, M31, contains the two smaller 

galaxies M32 and NGC205. It is not obvious from direct photogr~phs 

whether these two companions are in front of or behind M31. If 

behind one would expect the light from the companions to be dim

med and reddened by interstellar dust in the disk of M31 by pre

dictable amounts. A planetary nebula, M32-1, has been observed 

spectrophotometrically in a search for such an effect. Assuming 

typical PN values for temperature and electron density, one 'pre-
• • dicts that the ratio of intensities of the H~ (6563A) and H(3 (4861A) 

lines will be approximately 3.2 if M32 is in front of M31 and 5.1 

if it is behind. The observed value of the ratio is 3.0. Hence, 

allowing for uncertainties in both theory and observation, it fol

lows that M32 lies in front of M31. 

(Astrophysical Journal 223, 94, 1978 July 1) 

A number of independent pieces of evidence, including anisotro

pies (variation with direction) in the ultraviolet radiation from 

nearby OB stars and in the deuterium' to hydrogen ratio in inter

stellar space, suggest that there is a cloud of interstellar 

matter located at a distance of 0.03 parsec .in the direction of 

Scorpius and Ophiuchus. The cloud is approaching at about 15 to 

20 km/sec, and subtends an angle of 400 in the sky. 

(Astrophysical Journal 223, 589, 1978 July 15) 

In spite of their very recent discovery and limited observations, 

enough details are known about the rings of Uranus to permit the . 
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develop~ent of quantitative models relating to their size, structure 

and origin. The ring structure is probably determined by satellite 

perturbations. However, the five known satellites do not seem 

aAequate to account for all aspects of the ring structure. It 

is hypothesized that a sixth satellite exists with an orbital 

radius of 103,000 km. 

(Nature 274, 454 1978 August 3) 

D.P. Hube 

SOL III 
Stonehenge I ••• , MMMDDCLXVII! Yet another megalithic grouping 

of stones aligned in directions of astronomical significance! This 

time we take you to northwestern Kenya, home of Henry Rono, where 

two American anthropologists have investigated nineteen basalt 

pillars aligned towards the 300 BC rising directions of seven star 

formations of significance in the Cushitic calendar still used in'" 

the area today. At any rate the pillars, which weigh from 100 to 

500 pounds, are arranged in a clearly non- random fashion' and are 

tilted in a way which has religious significance in @odern Cushitic 

culture. Present day Cushites use a sophisticated 354-day calendar 

based on the rising of seven stars or constellations and the phases 

of the Moon. These stones' alignment deviates by an average of over 

six degrees from the modern rising directions of the star formations 
, 

but agree to within a quarter-degree (only half the moon s apparent 

diameter) of the rising positions of 300 B.C. This correlation is 

confirmed by radiocarbon dating of cemetary remains found at the 

site which yielded a date of 300 B.C. also. These results add 

significantly to the growing evidence of the sophisication of 



prehistoric culture in central and eastern Africa. 

New Scientist, Vo1.~, N.110S, p.S25 

- 10 

Astronomers have long been puzzled by the apparent failure of 
). 

observers in Europe and the 'Nea t East to see and report the Crab 

supernova of 1054. However a team of an American physicist and 

two Israeli scholars have just presented evidence of such a 

sighting. The supernova was mentioned by Ibn But1an, a Christian 

physicia~ of Bagdad, who happened to be in Constantinople in 1054. 

Butlan's original report is recorded in a biographical encyclo

pedia of physicians written around 1242 by a certain Ibn Abi 

Usaybia. When But1an's report is corrected for modern dialogue and 

its astrological implications removed, it basically states that at 

some time between 12 April 1054 and ~ April 1055, a "spectacular 

star appeared in Gemini". Because of the precession of the 

equinoxes, the Crab nebula, in the presently defined constellation 

Taurus (but near the edge of neighbouring Gemini), would be said 

to have "appeared in Gemini" around the year 1000. In fact, 

precession puts the Crab nebula'very near the centre of "the sign 

of Gemini" at that time. 

Nature, Vol. 273, No. 5665, pp. 72S-730 

Anthony Whyte 

50 & 100 YEARS AGO 
September, 1928: 

"The Nineteenth Century for September contains an interesting 

article by Mr. A.R. Hinks on meteors and meteorites, suggested 

as he says, by Prof. Oliver's recent b~ok on the subject. The 

book regards large and small meteors a s members of the same class, 

but Mr. Hinks gives reasons for his di ssent from this view. 



He recalls , with approval Sir Robert Ball's suggestion that the 

larger meteors may have been expelled from terrestial volcanoes in 

long past ages. Their orbits would continue to lie near that 

11 

of the earth, so that an eventual return to it would not be improb

able. He also regards as inconceivable the idea that meteors of 

the complicated 'plum-pudding' structure could have originated 

either in the sun or in interplanetary space; they must have been 

formed on some planetary body; and the earth is the most obvious 

suggestion. His argument might also be used to support Proctor's 

view that the comets of short period had been expelled from 

Jupiter and the other giant planets." 

September, 1878: 

"We regret to announce the death of Mr. Thomas Grubb, F.R.S., 

and we cannot do so without referring to his marked talents and 

the important service he has rendered to science ••• Of his Chief 

scientific works we may mention:-

1. The equipment of nearly forty British magnetic stations 

under the direction of Provost Loyd. 

2.' A IS-inch reflecting telescope -equatorially ufounted at the 

Armaugh Observatory. 

3. The equatorials of the Markee and Dunsink Observatories

refractors of 13 and 12 inches aperature respectively. And lately 

the great Melbourne telescope of 4 feet aperature, equatorially 

mounted, and · driven by clockwork." 

Edited from Nature. 
Anthony Whyte 
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INTERSTELLAR SPACEFLIGHT 
). 

Spaceflight. Colonization and Inpependence -- A Precis* -

by Michael Michaud 

The propulsion systems of the early interstellar probes must be 

capable of accelerating the payload to a peak velocity of over 0.1 C 

to allow travel to nearby stars and the transmission of information 

from them within a human lifetime, and to limit the systems long

evity required on the probe and in our Solar System. The probe 

design should minimize the mass of the propellant and of the energy 

source to be carried on board. This consideration favours such 

propulsion systems as the interstellar ramjet, beamed-energy sys

tems, and antimatter-energized rockets, and the use of planetary 

and stellar gravitational slings where possible. The propulsion 

system also must be capable of course correction and, in some op

tions, deceleration. To reduce redundancy and mass, it may prove 

desirable to have the probe's electrical power system draw on or 

be charged by the vehicle's propulsion system (at least during the 

acceleration and deceleration phases), to utilize energy made 

available by the probe's passage through the interstellar medium 

(perhaps a residual ramjet function during the coast phase), or to 

supply power through beamed energy,_ rather than carrying a separate 

power source. 

The probe's electrical and mechanical systems, including the 

artificial intelligence, must have design lives greater than the 

one-way travel time; in the case of probes designed to remain 

withi~ the target system, the deS ign life should include more than 

*Originally published in Jour.~rit. lnterplan.Soc.,Vol.30,No.3,pp.82-95 
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. twice the one-way communication time to allow a communications ex

change at target distance and a further report from the probe. 

These systems must have as much redundancy and cross-functionality 

as mass limitations allow. 

The design of interstellar probes will be determined 

in part by the nature of the target systems; their distance, the 

number of stars to be examined, the state of our pre-probe knowledge 

of each system, the number and types of planets and other bodies of 

interest believed to exist within each system and other factors. 

Thus it may be difficult to design completely standardized inter

stellar probes for several different nearby stars; to some extent, 

each probe may have to be tailor-made. 

The number of probes to be launched may be limited not 

only by the cost of the probes themselves, ,but also by the availa

bility of the command and communications infrastructure and its per

sonnel over long periods of time. Once the first probe enters its 

coast phase, the Very Deep Space Network may divert most of its 

capability to preparation for other probe launches, leaving only a 

skeleton crew with one large antenna to · monitor the first probe and 

its occasional reports on the interstellar environment. Successive 

probes might be launched so that each one takes place after the 

previous probe has completed acceleration and begun its coast; thus 

launches may be a minimum of two to three years apart. As the first 

probe neared the target system, the VDSN (perhaps much improved in 

power and sensitivity over the decades) would reconcentrate more of 

its resources on probe number one, providing new Sol-based astro

nomical findings to narrow the search, though this information would 

be several years old when it reached the probe. With these 
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considerations in mind, it is cle~r that unmanned interstellar ex

ploration must be conceived as ~ total system, with launches and 

arrivals timed to make the most efficient use of resources. 

fOR SALE 
4~ inch Tasco Reflector (700 rom f.l.) Model # 11TE-5. Has 

Equatorial Mount and motor drive as well as all standard features 

and eyepieces. 2 years old. Asking $300. Please phone 

Dolly Sparks at 488-8070. 

SPACE MISSION TO A COMET 
. 

1.Comets-Rosetta Stones of Solar System Astronomy 

"Do you think it will keep out the gas?" the woman asked a Chica

go journalist by telephone. Every door and window in her apartment 

was sealed shut, but still she was worried that the deadly gas 

would seep inside and asphyxiate her. 

It was May, 1910, and people in Chicago 'were terrified. The 

great Halley's Comet, a ghostly beacon in the pre-dawn sky, was 

approaching earth. Astronomers were predicting that we would 

actually pass through its tenuous tail, and a bit earlier, poison

ous cyanogen gas had been detected there. Although astronomers 

insisted that the gas was far too thin to cause any possible harm, 
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- .some of the world was just not ready to b~lieve. 

Comets have been a source of fascination. and often terror. in 

human history. IIWhen beggars die. no comets are seen. The heavens 

themselves blaze forth the deaths of princes."said Calpurnia in 

Shakespear's Julius Caesar. Even in our own time. some religious 

sects were predicting the world's end with the appearance of Comet 

Kohoutek in 1973. Among scientists. comets are now attracting 

increasing interest. Just a few decades ago one astronomer sniffed 

that comets were IIbagfuls of nothing ll 
- alluding to the extraordi

nary thinness of the gas and dust comprising their heads and tails. 

But today -' with dramatic discoveries made in j'ust· the past several 

years in different areas of astronomy - it appears that comets may 

help provide answers to such diverse and profound questions as 

the origin of life on earth and perhaps in ~pace. what goes on in 

the interiors of stars. and the formation of our solar system. 

Last October. astronomers from around the country met with 

National Aeronautics and Space Administration Headquarters officials 

near Washington, D.C •. , to emphasize both the scientific importance 

and technical feasibility of a space mi£sion to a comet. I attended 

this conference. organized by Drs. Micheal J.S.Belton and John C. 

Brandt of the Comet Halley· Science Working Group, and much of this 

article concerns the exciting ideas raised there. As I will report 

later, however, the proposal for a rendezvous mission to Halley's 

Comet is in grave danger. 

Comets, along with the sun, planets, and their satellites, are 

thought to have condensed from a large, gravitationally contracting 

cloud of gas and dust - the so-called "solar nebula. 1I Despite 

their common origin. however, comets and planets have chemical 

properties which are very different. The conference's first speaker, , 
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Dr. Fred Whip~le ot the Smithsonial Astro~hysical Observatory, has 

pioneered theories on the form and composiiton of comets. He 

envisages a cometary nucleus as a dirty 1 to lO-kilometer diameter 

"iceball" of frozen gases, such as water ice, methane and carbon 

dioxide ices, etc. Embedded in this milieu are dust grains and 

.Qther impurities. This composition contrasts sharply with that of 

earth, which is made mostly of dense rocky and metallic compounds 

containing elements like silicon, iron and nickel. 

The disparity is due partly to the greatly differing locations 

at which comets and the earth are thought to have condensed from the 

solar n ebula. The material from which the planets condensed _ 

in the inner part of the nebula - underwent varying degrees of 

chemical processing due to heating by the newly-formed sun. In 

this region it was too hot for the abundant, light elements to 

condense as ices. Comets, on the other hand, with their huge, 

highly ~longated orbits, may well have formed at distances from 

the sun of up to tens of thousands of astronomical units (the 

distance between the earth and sun is one astronomical unit). 

In these distant nether regions the temperature was and is near 

absolute zero, and the chemical composition of the material 

forming comets probably was virtually unchanged from that of the 

initial solar cloud. Since comets spend most of their time in 

"deep freeze" at great distances fr9m the sun, even today - some 

five billion years af ter their formation - they likely differ 

very little chemically from the original solar nebula. This is 
why comet nuclei are cons idered to be the most primitive, or 
pristine, material in the sol ar system today. Dr. Whipple 
believes that knowledge of the composition and physical 
s ta te of a comet nucleus could tel l much about the 
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initial composition, density, and temperature of the solar nebula, 

which is crucial to the understanding of the formation of the solar 

system itself. Comets may well be the "Rosetta Stones" of solar 

system astronomy. 

Ames Research Center's Dr. Sherwood· Chang be~ieves that cornets 

may have had a substantial influence on the creation of the earth's 

pre-life atmosphere. Many scientists now believe that radiation 

pressure and an early mammoth wind of charged particles from the 

young sun blew away the remaining solar nebula material which had not 

condensed into solid objects like planets. The newly-formed earth, 

then, is thought to have had little or no atmo~phere. How did it ob

tain one? Gases released from inside the earth by volcanic erup

tions may have made a partial contribution. But Chang and others 

believe that the earth may also have captured gases that evaporated 

from cometary nuclei during their occasional close passes to the 

sun. Because the origin and evolution of earth-life was undoubt

edly very sensitive to physical conditions in the early atmosphere, 

a fascinating new aspect of cometary studies is the possible con

nection hetween the development of life on earth and the chemical 

composition of comets. Certain organic compounds and volatile el

ements such as hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, and carbon, present in 

abundance in comets, are thought to be necessary building blocks for 

life, or at least earth-life. Asks Dr. Chang, "If there were no 

cornets, would there be no life?" 

A vast system of gas and dust clouds pervades much of our 

Milky Way galaxy, filling the space between individual stars. The 

cloud which collapsed to form our solar system was undoubtably a 

part of this interstellar medium and probably very similar to it 

in composition. Ground-based and satellite observations at ultra

v i olet to radio wavelength light have revealed over forty 



molecules in interstellar space. Most ot these have been dis

covered only in the last decade, and some are extra-ordinary in 

their complexity, containing eight or more atoms. Formaldehyde, 
... 

methanimine, several alchohols (~ncluding ethanol, consumed in 

certain beverages by some earthlings), as well as many other or

ganic compounds are among the bewildering array of molecules de

tected thus far. A few scientists go so far as to suggest that 

these interstellar chemicals are "prebiological," and that prim

itive life might originate in these regions. If comets are indeed 

"pristine" remnants of the solar nebula, then the interstellar 

medium could be studied indirectly by analyzing a comet nucleus. 

Dr. George Field, Harvard College Observatory, is interested 

in the relationship of comets to the interstellar medium, and par

ticulate matter found there. Many experts feel that the entire 

interstellar medium originated from stars and is continuously re

plenished by them. Evidence indicates that dust grains form in the 

relatively dense atmospheres of cool red-giant stars, and accord

ing to Dr. Field, the type of grain formed depends especially on 

the chemical composition of the star's atmosphere . For example, 

graphite grains would be expected to form only if carbon is more 

plentiful in the red-giant's atmosphere than oxygen. Otherwise, 

sjlicate grains would be created. Unlike the sun, certain types 

of red-giant stars probably transport to their atmospheres mater

ial from their cores, where nuclear "burning" takes place. Thus 

if cometary particulate matter is like that of interstellar space, 

the cometary nucleus may hold information on the nuclear fusion 

processes in the cores of giant stars. 

As a comet approaches the Sun, i ts tiny nucleus heats up and 
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releases large amounts of gas and dust. The resultant visible cloud, 

or ~, typically 100 000 kilometers or more in diameter, is enor

mous compared to the size of the nucleus (prompting Dr. Whipple to 

label comets "the biggest deceivers in the solar system"). The in

itially evaporated gases, unaltered "parent" molecules, shortly 

break down into simpler "daughter" molecules by collisions with each 

other and the action of sunlight. It is the "daughters" and their 

descendants which are observed directly in cometary spectra - but 

the parents themselves are not. The identification of the "parents" 

is currently an unsolved problem because our knowledge of the types 

and abundances of the "daughter" molecules, as,we11 as of the gas 

phase chemical processes that produce them is incomplete. Even

tually the "daughters" are ionized through loss of an electron. 

Once this happens, the solar wind (a stream of high-speed charged 

particles from the sun) sweeps them back irito the type I, or ion 

tail (a type II tail is formed when the dust emitted by the nucleus 

is blown behind the comet by the pressure of sunlight). Dr. 

Frederick L. Scarf, TRW Systems Group, California, sees the coma 

and ion tail of a comet as a giant cosmic laboratory where chemical 

processes take place that cannot be duplicated in laboratories on 

earth. It appears unlikely that major breakthroughs will be made 

in this area of comet research - or in other areas for that matter

by future ground-based observations. 

- To be continued. 

"Reprinted \~ith Permission from Comet News Service." 

Malcolm B Niedner Jr. 
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OBSERVING NOTES 
Mercury: On the 4th it is at greatest elongation west and stands 

Venus: 

Earth: 

Mars: 

16
0 above the t \ h i i B h' eas ern or zon at sunr se. y mont s 

end it is too close to the sun to be seen. 

At magnitude - 4.2 the planet is visible low in the 

southwest at sunset and sets 1~ hours later. 

Equinox. Autumn begins. Time to dig out the mittens, 

sharpen the skis and polish the skates or book with the 

Dyer Consequences Total Profit Travel Agency for a trip 

to Hawaii. (Oops, too late, try again next year) 
o 

In Virgo, the planet is only 12 above the south-western 

horizon at sunset. 

Jupiter: Now in Cancer it rises 4~ hours before the sun. 

Saturn: Now in the morning sky it is very low at sunrise. 

During September, watch for: 

Mars 2
0 

South of the moon on the 5th, Venus 6
0 

South of the moon 

h 6 h Ma 20 N h f S i h 8 h M 0.50 N h on t e t, rs ort 0 p ca on t e t, ercury ort 

of Regulus on the 9th, Mercury 0.1
0 

North of Saturn on the 13th, 
o Aldebaran occulted by the Moon on the 22nd, Jupiter 5 North of 

o 
the Moon on the 26th, and Saturn 3 North of the Moon on the 29th. 

On the 21st/22nd the Moon passes through the Hyades star 

cluster and occults Aldebaran. Since the moon is almost at Last 

Quarter, reappearances on the dark limb will be most spectacular. 

From the occultation list in the RASC Handbook, we find the 

following occultation timings: 



.£.1. 

Star II D/R* Time Magnitude 

659 R 23:50 : 9 6.4 
661 R 23:49.7 4.6 
669 D 00:16.7 4.0 
669 R 01:18.1 4.0 
671 D 00:19.1 3.6 
671 R 01:15.8 3.6 
677 R 02 :21. 5 4.8 
685 R 04: 11. 6 6.5 
692 D 04: 31.4 1.1 
692 R 05:33.2 1.1 

*D = Disappearance 
R = Reappearance 

Sunrise on September 22 is at 07:19, so ' if clear skies prevail , 

the occultations should be well worth , ~eeing. 

Finally those of you travelling around the ,world should watch 

for the total eclipse of the moon on the 16th (visible in Australia, 

Asia, Africa and Europe) and the partial ~clipse of the sun on 

October 2 (visible from Scandinavia on the west to Siberia and 

China on the east). Neither event can be seen from North America. 

NASA NEWS 
PIONEER 11 FINAL COURSE SET FOR SATURN 

Mission controllers have completed final course adjustments 

for the Pioneer 11 spacecraft's encounter with Saturn Sept. 1, 1979. 

Spacecraft controllers at NASA's Ames Research Center, Mountain 

View, Calif., report Pioneer 11 is now locked onto a trajectory that 

will bring' it to within 30 000 kilometers of the edge of Saturn's 

outer ring. The spacecraft wilt then swing under the plane of the 

rings to 25 000 km from the planet's surface. 

Pioneer 11 will take the first cl6se-up color pictures of 
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Saturn and its fings and make other first-time measurements of the 

planet's magnetic field, atmosphere and other featQres. "We're 

going as close as we dare," said Jack Dyer, chief of mission anal

ysis at Ames. "Getting any clos~r to the ring edge would risk 

impact with orbiting fragments in the planet's ring plane." 

MARS ORBITER 2 SILENCED 

NASA's Viking Orbiter 2 has been shut down after orb-iting 

the planet Mars 706 times over the past two years. The space

craft ran out of altitude control gas Monday, July 24, and en

gineers at NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory sent commands that 

shut it down on July 25. A sister spacecraft, Viking Orbiter I, 

and both Viking landers continue to function well almost three 

years after they were launched. 

Plans now call for the three remaining Viking craft to con

tinue operating through February 1979. The Viking Project will 

go on through September 1979, while scientists and engineers 

finish processing the backlog of "data from the spacecraft and 

their experiments. 

The Viking orbiters were designed to operate for 150 days 

after planetary encounter. To avoid planetary contamination, the 

spacecraft were designed to orbit Mars for at least 50 years be

fore disintegrating in the atmospher~. 
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ECLIPSE UPDATE 
Information continues to arrive regarding the '79 solar eclipse. 

Of particular interest to those planning to view the eclipse is the 

question of a place to stay. As Brandon is in the centre of the path 

of totality, it would seem to be a favorite spot for a base camp. 

HOWEVER, if you do not already have reservations for a room in Brandon 

FORGET IT!! According to my information, all the hotel space in the 

city has been taken, and the waiting list for cancelled reservations 

is 'astronomically' long. Elsewhere (ie Winnipeg), hotel space is 

going fast. My advice to those who want to go but have yet to face 

the problem of where to stay is PHONE THE HOTEtS NOW ••• do not write 
. , 

a letter. Many of the hotel chains have toll-free numbers, so take 

advantage of that as soon as possible. There are only 5~ months 

left to totality. 

EDITOR'S MESSAGE II 
There is, at this time, the possibility of a postal strike. If 

it happens, STARDUST will still be produced, but it will be HANDED OUT 

at the appropriate meeting. Those who -40 not attend -and pick up their 

copy will receive it in the mails once the problems are resolved. If 

the postal strike extends into December, issues of STARDUST may not be 

produced (it depends on the amount of material available). So, the 

meetings for the rest of the year are as follows: 

October 16: Devon Observatory Excursion -- meet for a short 
time at the Planetarium at 8:00 pm, then drive en 
mass to the Observatory. 

November 20: Film: "Universe II" 

December 11: Dyer Consequences Travel Agency Presents "Hawaii: 
Hoola Girls and Telescopes'i (A travelogue of 
Alan Dyer's trip to Hawaii and Mauna Kea and 
pther astronomical goodies.) 

Paul Deans 

.. ---~----------- ••. -~-::...---=--~-----------
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"STOP .•• I say, HALT! Oh drat, it 
happened again! Prices on Meade 
~reflectors are going ~p. The 
special introductory prices on the 
Meade 6" f/8, 6" f/5 and the 8" f/6 
will all ~e discontinued as of 

**~~*t**t*~**~~~t~**t**********~**** : M&\DE KEFLECTORS, Prices as at ~ 

: September 18, 1978 at the Queen ~ 
* Elizabeth Planetarium Bookstore. ~ 

* * ~ Model 628, 6" f/8 with drive: : 
~ $588.95 ~ 
* * ~ Model 658, 6" f/5 with drive: ~ 
~ $599.95 ~ 
* * * * : Model 826, 8" f/6 with drive: ~ 
~ $767.95 ~ 
~ * ************************************ 

September 18" 1978. This 
means that those fine 
Meade reflectors will 
soon cost more. How 
much more? Just check 
the table below for more 
information." 

"AHH! All is not lost 
however. I detect a 
difference between 

todays date and the 
date of those 
blasted price 

increases! So, 
until Sunday the 17th 
YOU CAN SAVE on a new 
Meade 'scope. There 
are 2 6" f/8's left, 
selling for $499.95 
and 1 6" f/5 remains 
also selling for 
$499.95! I SAY •.. you 
can save almost $100.00 
if you buy before the 
18th! EGAD, I guess 
savings are not yet 
dead! Meade reflectors, 
on sale NOW, at the 
Queen Elizabeth 
Planetarium Bookstore. 
HURRY and tell them the , , " Inspector sent you. 



EVMONTON CENTRE, ROYAL ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY £E CANAVA 

Anyone. wVl.ute.d .in the. many 6aew 06 o..6.t:onomy C.4It &.l.nd oppolLt.u.nLtl.~., 

60J!. /)luvLing and htCJlcuu.ing thue. .inteJlUU by be.~omlng o..640clate.d with 

the. Edmo nto n C e.ntJte. 0 6 the. RASC. M emb W h-ip htc1.udu c.omp.t.eme.nt.aJty 

o.tlrrtU, /).l.o n to the. Q.ue.e.n EUzab e.th P lane.ta.lLiwn, a.4 we.U ' a.4 JLe.~uvhtg the. 

annual RASC Ob4V1.vVl.' /) Handbook, STARDUST (a monthly nWl4.tate.JL 06 the. 

Edmonton Ce.n.tJLe.), and the. JOUILnal. 06 the. RASe pubU4he.d b.c.-monthly. , 

Me.eilng4 06 the. Ce.n.tJLe. Me. he1.d at the. Plane.ta.lLiwn e.VVl.Y I, e.c.ond Monday 
06 each month (e.xee.pt July 6 AuglUt) at B 100 pn. Thue. mu.U,ngl, 6e.a.

tulLe. 9 uut 4 pe.o.ke.JL4 wh04 e. to p.(.u co v VI. aU a.4 pe.ct4 0' ama.te.ult and p1lO-

6ul,.l.onal o..6tlLonomy. At the. e.nd 06 tach me.e..ting,: an Obl,t)LvtIL'I, COJLntIL 
' .i4 he1.d a.t wfUc.h time. a.4pe.~ 06 Ob4V1.va.tiona.l a.4tJLOnomy aJLe. d.i4C!LL64e.d. 

Enqu.Ut..l.u lte.gaJr.d.i.ng membwh-ip may be. cUJLe.cte.d tot4.Wld4 the. PJ!.~.i.de.nt Olt~ 

TltCUUUILe.JL, oJ!. come. tb a JLe.gu.l.a.JL mee.ting and enquL\e. at .that Ume. 

HonoJtaJty Pltu.ident 
P0..6t Pltu.i.dent 
. P Itu.i.de.n.t 
V.ice.- Plte.4.ident 
S e.M e.ta.Jty , 
T ItCUU Ulte.JL 
EdUolt, STARDUST 
Ob4e.JLv.ing ChaiJtpe.JL4on 
UblUlJt.ian 

EDMONTON CENTRE COUNCIL 

Plt06 E.S. Kee.p.c.ng 
Alan OYVl. 
GMY F .inle.y 
Rod McConndt 
Anthony WnYte. 
C~t.Ute. . Kulyk 
Paul De.aM 
MMk Lee.nde.JL4 

So c..i.al. C onmUtee. ChaiJtpe.JL4 0 n 
Repltue.nta.t.ive. ' to tht 

Ste.LUVLt KJtY4h.o 
AudJte.y Loe.hde. 
FJLanllin Loe.hde. 

,Nmonal 066.ice. 

OBSERVER'S CORNER 

482-4209 
435-2909 
439- J,649 . 
434-J988 
489-3642 
455-0JJ9 
434-5562 
452-4046 
477-888J 
477-1881 

. 
The. Ob4 e.JLVe.JL' 4 GItOUp 06 the. Edmonton Cen.tJLe. me.e.t4 on a..t.tVl.na.te. Sunda.Y4 

, a.t the. Un.iveJtl,Uy 06 Atbe.Jt.ta..' Anyon'e. .inteJLe-6te.d .in' Ob4 e.JLvhtg .i4 htvUed 
to afte.nd. FOIL 6WLtheJI. .(.n6oJunation, pie.Me. c.a.U the Ob4e.JLv.ing Cha..iJtpeA.. 

./ 
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STARDUST 
EDMONTON CENTRE, ROYAL ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY OF CANADA 
c/o Queen Elizabeth Plan~ 

COJt..onation PMk 
Edmonton 

NEXT MEETI NGS : 

Septemben 10, 7978 @ 8:00 pm 
AndJt..ew Lowe & Anthony Whyte 

, fucl1.6.6 .the COM.tJt..uc;Uon 06 
.thw 0 b.6 enva-to!Ue.6 

Octoben 76',- 7978 @ 8: 00 pm 
Devon Ob.6enva-toJt..y F~eld T!Up 

Novemben 20, 7978 @ 8:00 pm 
Fili: uU~veMe II" 

Decemben 77, 7978 @ 8:00 pm , 
Alan Dyen cU..6cl1.6.6~ng W ., j 

TO: 

voyage .to H~ 

~LL MEETINGS' WILL BE HELD AT THE 
QUEEN ELIZABETH PLANETARIUM 

Mr. Mark Leenders 
4103 - 116 Street 
EDMONTON, Alberta 
T6J 1R6 

e
• 

~ J 
• 

I 

.. 
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CONSTEllATION S 
A UM a Ma j OIl. 
B Utile V-ippeJl 
C Vtr.a.c.o 
V Boo.tu 
E Co~ona Bo~~ 
F HeJlc.ulu 
G OpfUuc.fu.u, 
H Lytr.a. 
J CygnlL6 
K Aqu.il.a. 
L AquM-tlL6 
M PegMlL6 
N P-iAc.u 
o AlUu 
P AndJr.omed.a. 
Q CM~-iopUa. 

_ R CephelL6 
S Pe.MelL6 
T AuUgae 

6 Cap ete.a. 
5 AUtWt 
4 Ve.neb 
3 Ve.ga 
2 A~c..tWUL6 
1 Pola.tUA 

BRIGHT STARS 

QUEEN ELIZABETH PLANETARIUM 

", ' ,. 
" . 

0 , 

j 

SOUTH 
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WHERE TO LOOK. . . " 
The. ~tM map de.p-<-w the. e.ve.u.ng ~ky ~ ~e.e.n oltom Edmonton at 

11 :00 pm on the. 1~t, 10:00 pm on the. 15th and 9:00 pm at 
the. e.nd 00 the. month. Hold the. map veJr.tic.a.Uy and tWln 

U ~o the. cWt.e.cti.on you Me. oacing ~ ~hoWn at the. 
bottom 00 the. eha.lt:t. R~e. the. map un:t,{,l the. + -<-n 
the. ee.n:tIte. 00 the. eha.!t:t ~ cWt.e.etiy oVe.lthe.a.d. The. 

~:ta.JTA -<-n 6ltont 00 you ~hou.ld eOM~pond to the. 
~:ta.JTA on the. ehaA:t. AU ilm~ On tlUA Sky 

Cale.ndM Me. -<-n MountMn Vaylight T -<me.. VwUng 
Se.pte.mbe.lt the. W1.ky Way ean be. .6 e.e.n .6:t1te.:teh

'oltom t he. nolt:th e.~t t o t he. .6 ou:thw~t . 

RAse edmonton 

j............ ~ 

~ ~J--.-.-. ~ 

The. Royal A.6:t1tonom-<-eal Socie.:ty 06 Canada , 
Edmonton Ce.n:tIte. , me.e.:t.6 e.vellY .6e.eond Monday 
06 :the. month (e.xee.pt July & AugU.6:t l at 8: 00 
pm at :the. Que.e.n Euzabe.:th P.tane.:taJr..,lum. The. 

\/ \ F :3 
~ .,. /. Se.p:te.mbell 11 me.wng wili. 6e.atWle. a de..6etU..p- -
~ '" .-' \ . \ 
l{~'> ... , 1 ./ 

, ~ . 
lio n 0 6 :two .to c.al 0 b.6 ell vato tU..e..6 btULt by' 
amate.Wl a..6:t1tonome.M. The. Odo bell me.wng 
wil..e. be. held Odobe.lt 16 (the. thA.Jr.d Monday l 

~? .. .. ; :. - , ~ ' ~\ G 
" " . . ... . 

" 

due. :to :the, Than!u,g,[v-<-ng Houday :that 6a1..t6 
on :the. .6e.eond Monday 06 the. month. 

OF INTEREST P TMJ.>,{.,6 :th.e. month 06 :the. 
• au:tu.m nal e.q u-<-no x . 0 n :tMJ.> 

date. :the. .6 un ,{.,6 0 n :the. e.quatOIt and .6 0 we. .6ay :that 
day and n,ig 1'Vt Me. e.qual.. Ye.t -<-6 you .too k. at :the. 

:t-Un e..6 0 6 .6 untU...6 e. and .6 un.6 e.t 6 OJI. S e.p:te.mb ell 2 1, :th e. day 
.v.. 11 minu;te..6 .tongeJt :than :the. .ugh:t . TfUt..i6 pcvr...Uy 

be.c.~ e. .6untU...6 e. ,{.,6 de.6-<-ne.d lL6 :the. mome.nt whe.n :t~e. .6un ' .6 
uppe.lt limb (lta.;the.lt :than .d:..6 c.e.n-tlte. J c1'..e.aJL6 :the. holUzo n, and 

pa.lt:t.ty ~e.c.a.u..6e :the Jte6Jtac..tion 06 :the. Ea.Jt:th ' ~ a.:tmo.6phe.lte. ':li6:t.6" 
.6u.n. a bU. Th-U. c.omb-ina...ti.on c.aU6eA :the .6un :to .6e.em :to We. 

and .6e.:t ta.;telt :than il dOeA . 
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s M T w T 
VwUng the. e.ve.rUng and mottrUng hoU/t.6 06 Se.pte.mbell. 21/22, the. moon wLU PM.6 I 

,(.11 6ttont 06 the. Hyade..6 .6tatt cttt6tell. and the. bJtight .6tatt Alde.battan. ThA...6 
e.ve.nt c.an be. .6e.e.n tt6-Lng .6mai1. te.fe..6c.ope..6 ott, -Ln the. C.Me. 06 the. Oc.c.u.,Ua;ti.on 
06 Alde.battan, b-Lnoc.ui.a.1t.6 wLU be. e.nough. StaM wLU fuappe.att aga-LYl.6t the. 
bJtight ~mb 06 the. moon, and tte.appe.att on the. daftk ~b. Alde.battan wLU 
fuappe.att at 04:31.4 on the. 22nd, and tte.appe.att at 05:33.2 M.V.T. The. moon . 
w..i.ll be. 20 day.6 old, ott ru0.6t at the. LMt Qua/dell. phM e.. 
03 04 Mell.c.Wty 05 MaM 06 Ve.ntt6 07 

Gtte.ate..6t We..6t 20 South 60 South 
Uttantt6 ( 

40 South 
06 Moon Elongation 06 Moon 06 Moon 

(180 1 

SR 06:45 ~R 06:47 SR 06:49 ~R 06:51 
. SS 20: 22 SS 20:18 SS 20: 16 [Ss 20:13 

10 Fillt 11 12 13 Mell.c.Wty 

-if) Qu.aJLtell. o. 10 Noltth 
Moon 06 Sa.tWtn 

SR 06:58 lsR 07:00 SR 07:01 ~R 07: 03 
SS 20:03 SS 20:01 SS 19:59 ISs 19:57 
17 18 19 20 

SR 07:10 ~R 07:12 5R 07:14 ~R 07:15 
SS 19:47 ~S 
24 LMt 25 

I fa QuaJttell. 
I\.Y Moon 

19:44 55 19:42 S5 19:39 
Moon at 26 Jupaell. 27 

50 Noltth apoge.e. 
(404 700 kml 06 Moon 

5R 07:22 
,-SS 19: 29 

~R 07: 24 
~S 19:27 

SR 07:26 
SS 19:24 

SR 07: 28 
SS 19:22 

SR 06:53 c -
SS 20:11 c -
14 Moon at ; 

pe.Jtige.e. 
(363 650 kml 

SR 07:05 
SS 19:54 
21 

5R 07:i7 
55 19:37 

SR 07:30 
SS 19:19 

( -
c -
( , 



SR 06: 4 1 SR 06:43 
SS 20:27 SS 20:24 

i,6 08 MaM 20 09 MeJtc.uJLY 
:h Noltth 00 the. O. 50 Noltth 

~ 
~e. 

d 

blUg ht .6taJ! 00 the. blUg ht 
Spic.a .6taA Re.gu1.U-6 

SR 06:54 SR 06:56 
SS 20:08 SS 20:06 
15 16 

0 
SR 07:07 SR 07:0 8 

19:49 SS 19:52 SS 

Full. 
Moon 

22 Alde.baAan 23 
0.40 South 

00 Moon 

EQUINOX 
Autumn 
Be.gin.6 

SR 07:19 
SS 19:34 

SR 07:21 
SS 19:32 

29 SatuJLn 30 
30 Noltth 

SR 07:32 
f,sS 19: 17 

06 Moon 

SR 07:33 
SS 19: 14 

, 
PLANETS 

FOIL mO.6t 06 the. month 
K mercury il may be. .6e.e.n low in 
y the. e.a.6t jU-6t be.601Le. 

9 venus 

d'mars 

21- jupiter 

I? saturn 

.6 Un.!U.6 e. . 

At magnilude. -4.2 thiJ.> 
blUght planet i.6 low 
in the. .6outhwe..6t a6teJt 
.6Un.6 et . 

The. lLe.d planet i.6 veJty 
low in the. .6 outhwe..6t 
a6teJt .6unC6 et and i.6 
di66ic.utt to .6e.e.. 

Now in Canc.eJt it We..6 
4~ hoU1t.6 be.601Le. the. 
.6un and u high in the. 
.6 0 uthe.a.6t at .6 Un.!U.6 e. . 

The. planet ha.6 move.d 
into the. mOlLning f., I<.y 
and i.6 vi.6ible. low in 
the. e.a.6t at .6Un.!U.6 e. . 

AT THE PLANETARIUM: 
"SummeJt S~ght" c.ontinLl;e..6 untit 
Se.pte.mbeJt 4 ,tnc.lU-6ive. . The. Plane.taA
ium t.A.J..iU be. c.t0.6e.d OOIL .6eJtviung and 
te.c.hnic.al lLe.paAM untit Se.pte.mbeJt 25. 
Ope.ning the. 26th ,0~ "SENTINELS: The. 
Ca.6 e. FOIL Anue.n.t A.6tJtonautf.." . The. 
.6how lOOM at the. .6ugge..6tion thca:. 
we.n .6pac.e.me.n have. vi.6ile.d Eattth. 

~ ~ 


